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INSIDE AND OUT

Bizarre Things Sometimes Happen in One's Life

By Natasha Onofrei (Medical Translator).

I remember, I was once very envious of a friend who accidentally got to
witness an autopsy. This inquisitiveness about close-up anatomy and the
way life works will sound morbid only to those who do not understand
how interestingly intricate human bodies are. For me, the great bonus of
being a medical interpreter is the empirical learning process that it offers.
Perhaps being able to differentiate visually between an artery and a nerve
is not that relevant for my life, but the moment of “awe” when I
understand it, makes it more worthy than many other things one wastes
time on. Together with the volunteer I get to learn about medical
conditions and procedures. I know how a VUR surgery, laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, skin graft, delivery, head surgery, and Echinococcosis
looks like and also how, healthy vs. diseased organs look like. One would
be surprised how many pretty images and surreal situations the operating room offers. Metaphors of
all kinds: the faces of dreamy anaesthetized children, the song of the monitoring equipment, organs
that pulsate out in the open, newborn purple babies that slowly turn pink, laparoscopies that remind
video games, surgeons that look like serious mushrooms, electro-coagulated tissue that smells like
Moldovan picnics, etc. In other words, hospitals, especially in Moldova, are interesting not only from
a medical prospective. I have been interpreting for two volunteers so far and I can say that the
environments we work in here are really great learning sources. The access to various units and the
operating rooms is fairly easy and the volunteers always get their questions answered. It is interesting
to learn to read a medical situation and to know when the right time is to ask a question. Translating,
that is my most important and difficult task I would say: that of maintaining harmonious
communication between the volunteer and the medical staff. It is always a relief when the doctor
speaks English, not because I am lazy to translate but because it offers direct communication to the
volunteer who might start missing it in a country where English is spoken by a small minority only. It
is hard to fight the temptation of comforting the patients: of petting their heads, holding their hands,
telling them that everything will be alright and it is hard sometimes to fight the mischievous
temptation of placing my unsterile hand on the sterile field. It is always pleasant when we can help out
somehow. As anywhere else, interpersonal skills are crucial in medical settings also. Sometimes
doctors are more moody than usual, some doctors like jokes and others don’t, some doctors like the
west and some do not, some doctors like when the volunteer helps out and others find it unacceptable,
but knowing the rules of the hospital and respectfulness ensures a good experience for every
volunteer. Foreigners are still perceived as exotic people in Moldova so volunteers should expect
comparative questions about life here versus the life in their own country. Comparing the medical
systems is also a major topic for discussion. The interpreting that I am doing for Projects Abroad
Moldova does not really feel like work but rather like an intensive joint course in medicine and
communication.
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VOLUNTEER STORIES
Main reason for coming to Moldova

By Maegan Nelson from the USA.

To be honest, choosing Moldova from a list of countries wasn't
an educated decision, and by that I mean I had no idea what
Moldova was like before I arrived about a week and a half
ago. Some brief research on the Internet told me to expect
third-world conditions and lots of trees in the main city. Both
of these facts were irrelevant; however, as I arrived late at
night, extremely jet lagged, and far too rusty in the native
language—Romanian—I’m pleased to say that my inability to
point out Moldova on a map has not detracted from my
experience. My host family has been wonderful, being
extremely patient with our language barrier and customs that to
me seem to be typical, but to them, strange. Walking around barefoot, for example, was something that I did
daily in my college town; however, I quickly learned to keep my slippers on and to be conscious of whether
or not my feet were on the ground. Frankly, their tradition has proven to be healthier for my feet.
Another aspect of my life that has adapted was food. My host family owns a farm and most, if not all, of the
things that we eat were grown from their farm and then lovingly prepared by the grandmother. In America, I
was far too busy to cook food, and often lived off of coffee, and packaged crackers. Learning Romanian has
been a delightful experience. I am terrible at learning languages, but through the use of my host family,
Google translator, and a guide book that I brought, my host family and I are creating a means of
communication that is a mix of French, Romanian, Russian, English, and grand hand gestures.
All this and I haven't even begun to describe the main reason for coming to Moldova, which was to work at
the hospital. So far, my main duties are to watch surgeries with the promise of expanding my duties with
time. Being able to watch surgeries has been an amazing experience. I have learned so much, not just about
the hospital and the doctors here, but also about medicine in general. A lot of this newly acquired knowledge
can be attributed to my translator. He has been irreplaceable in my experience here in Moldova. In the short
time that I have been here, I have been able to witness the removal of hematomas, orthopedic surgeries of
thighs, ankles, and a clavicle, neurosurgeries, and the removal of intestines from the abdominal cavity to
correct twisted portions. I can safely say that my ignorant choosing of Moldova has been a pleasant one; an
experience that I believe is crucial to anyone who wants to truly understand how people around the world are
similar, as well as how they are different, and how to survive new environments. Skills that is not limited to
becoming a successful doctor
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Children get a better "start" in life

By Roger Mikalsen from Norway.

I was on a quick getaway in Chișinău, Moldova in autumn
2013 and it made such an impression on me that I wanted to
do something to improve the daily lives of the poor, elderly
people or provide assistance so that the children could get a
better "start" in life. The first thing I noticed when I was here
was the warmth and hospitality of the people exude, and the
other was the "Moldavian" or Romanian language; for me this
was like listening to the most beautiful music and I'm sure if
elves existed, this would be the language they would speak.
Here they also speak Russian, and it is a language that has
always fascinated me; now there are two languages. When I
came home to Norway, I started to investigate if there was
any opportunity to participate in volunteering in Moldova and
the first one I contacted was the Salvation Army in Norway,
but I only got a short and terse reply that they had no projects
in Moldova. Otherwise I contacted and read about several
charities but found none that helped with development
assistance; in my opinion it's better to help people who need it
then just putting in some money in a bank account and then
"forgetting" them. I had then also found another language that
I would learn more about in time and to start to learn, the best
way I think is to "understand" the people and learn about their
culture before starting to learn the language. This made me
look up the Moldovan culture and only then I found Projects
Abroad. I then contacted the office in Norway (it turned out
that they have an office there as well) and then started the
snowball rolling; I eventually got in touch with Igor Fonari, Elena Chirica and others; they all being very kind
and nice people.  I would help with the care as I thought it was important and that was to help with the care of
children and help them to get a better start in life, whether it was in a school, nursery or orphanage I did not
know before I came here but now I see that unfortunately there are many more who need help. Moldova is one
of the poorest countries; perhaps they are the poorest in the world and it is in need of volunteers and assistance
in all areas. This must also be made known for example in Norway and I hope that we get more people to
"discover" the warm people with "the language of the elves" and that some may also do something extra to help
them. I also finally started to study Russian and eventually I will also start with the Romanian language, I
therefore came here to Chișinău or Kishinev which the city is also called. Eugenia Doros is my young and cute
supervisor and she is with me at the orphanage. The children "adopted" me right away and I have become as
fond of them as my own children, and when the weekend came, I look forward to meeting the children on
Monday again, although I have just started my third week of my 12 week project. There are many sad faces and
I think it's very good that at least these children receive care and support and I hope it continues until they are
adults and can fend for themselves. They were so happy and grateful just to borrow some markers and ordinary
crayons to color copies of black and white drawings; that was completely touching. Actually, it was intended
that I should just study the language for the first two weeks but this is a much better way to do it; it gives me
great pleasure to see how happy and grateful the children get over me just being there for them. I very much
hope that I get the opportunity to come back to them and I think it's sad that I have to wait six months before I
can come back to the country. Of course, I also miss my own children very much but I know that they are safe
and the smallest are living with their mothers who are very fond of them and give them their love and care
which I also do when the children are with me.
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I could not really write much about caring failure among both parents and politicians here in Moldova but that
is unfortunately in many countries; even in Norway, I know that we have such problems but we have certainly
not as great poverty as here. Actually, we have very much to learn from both the children and the people here.
In Norway we are so rich and spoiled that we complain about the smallest things and we are very quick to
"shout and cry" if the price of tobacco or alcohol goes up a few dollars, if we all think to ourselves so we are
fully aware of how much unnecessary things that we are complaining about. Although poverty is very big here,
the people are still so friendly and hospitable and I see parts of them, while they help with what they can. This
will not be any moral stand but I thought that I had to say something about what I mean. I am very happy and
grateful that I got to come here and meet all these wonderful children and warmhearted people with the
"language of the elves", as you see I think that the Romanian language is the most beautiful language in the
world in my ears. These are the first impressions I formed for myself since I came here three weeks ago and

I 'm sure it will be considerably more during the nine weeks I have left, but I get to write more about that later.
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DONATIONS

Recently, our volunteer, Mr. Roger Mikalsen, made a donation, which consisted of 150 euros for children
from the Centre for Childhood, Adolescence and Family. The money was spent on a trip to Medieval
Festival and snacks for children and staff of orphanage. This was a trip where children, staff and volunteers
could experience different forms of entertainment such as trade fairs, shows, exhibitions of handicrafts, good
music, traditional cuisine, master-classes, children's playgrounds, sports and the camping area. Also, Roger
made another donation, which consisted of around 800 lei for 13 children from the same orphanage. The
donation consists of crayons, pens, albums, colored paper, erasers, scissors, notebooks, balloons, candy, etc.
Another donation has been done for 13 children from the same orphanage thanks to our partner from the
“Golden Lotus” organization for elderly people. Galina Oltu, director of this organization, with the support
of our volunteer Roger and Projects Abroad Moldova supervisor, took the children to a shopping center.
There the children received gifts, which consisted of 13 t-shirts, several sport suits, several pairs of shoes
and dresses. Also, during the shopping day the children were provided with water and ice cream.

Our Dutch volunteer Miss Gerda de Borst, who worked at Social
Association "Atenție" and at Start Community Centre for young
people with Down’s Syndrome, made a donation of 300 euros to
these placements. From this money two trips were organized for the
beneficiaries and staff of Social Association "Atenție" at an
ostrich's farm and Vadul lui Vodă, outfit, food, sweets and
gasoline. Also, clothes have been ordered for beneficiaries and staff
of Social Association "Atentie", like 30 caps and 30 t-shirts with

logos of the center. Members of staff was extremely satisfied with
this, they said they wanted very much to have this equipment for the

work in the centre. Other part of the money has been spent on

beneficiaries from Start Community Centre for young people with Down ’s Syndrome. Gerda donated to the
young people of the center 10 boxes of pencils, 6 boxes of pastels, orange football ball and a creative book
with different examples of activities which can be done in the centre.
We would like to express our deepest gratitude to the help of all these donors who did make such a great
work and made donation towards for Moldova. Thank you all!!!
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MOLDOVAN CONNECTION

Rotary Club organization and 4 anonymous donors with help of Projects Abroad Moldova and through a parent, Elena
Deliu made a donation of $300, to children and people of Dobrogea village. This meant we could put it together and get
some real value from the donation project using the money for children and some poor families of Moldova.

THE VILLAGE OF DOBROGEA

This is a town about 20km outside of Chișinău (the national capital). We chose Dobrogea, because it is a village where
unfortunately after Soviet Union, left most of the farms, factories (like cow factory, cartoon factory, etc.) closed and
many people from village were forced to move to find a place of work outside of the village. That was a way to ensure
that the funds could go to a worthwhile cause. It is a small village but like the rest of the country, it is in economic
decline and very poor by our standards. Unfortunately, Moldova is known as the poorest country in Europe, with a
majority of the population living below the poverty line.

THE DONATION PURPOSE

The first part of donation of the $200 was made to the children of a local kindergarten “Andrieș”. The second and third
parts of the donation was made to the Cujba family and three old ladies.

1. Kindergarten

In conjunction with a parent from the local kindergarten, we were able to purchase school supplies for 25
children. This would be used when the children start the school year in September. The donation consisted of
pens, pencils, rulers, rubbers, glue sticks, exercise books and other essential school supplies. It was distributed
at the end of the kinder year celebrations. Parents and children were astonished by the generous donations,
having never experienced anything like this before. They were extremely grateful.

About two thirds of the funds were spent on this part of the project.

2. The Cujba Family

This is a family who lives in real poverty in Dobrogea. The money was spent on clothing and shoes for a 3-
year-old girl and her 1-year-old sister. Also, some new shoes were purchased for their mother. About the
equivalent of the donation was spent for this family.

3. Three Old Ladies

The third part of the donation was given to three very poor old ladies in the village, allowing them to buy some essential
food items. Whilst it is not a large sum to us, it is to them. All the people involved have expressed their appreciation of
the generous donation. What we see as very little is in fact a lot to people in Moldova. A key factor in this project has
been the inclusion of not only Elena - parent, but also the people who were the recipients, to ensure they got what was
needed. By giving these people a little ownership, this has become more than a donation. We cannot express enough, our
appreciation for this generous donation, which has been able to touch the lives of a number of Moldovan people.

A BIG THANK YOU to Rotary Club, to those 4 anonymous donors and to Mr. Lee Orval who was so kind to offer
all his support during donation project!!!
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PHOTO GALLERY
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Staff Contact details

Projects Abroad Moldova Staff

Igor Fonari igorfonari@projects-abroad.org +373 79663024

Elena Chirica elenachirica@projects-abroad.org +373 78123753

Eugenia Doros eugeniadoros@projects-abroad.org +373 079738838

ocial Media

Join our official Facebook Group: Projects Abroad Moldova – The Official Group

http://www.facebook.com/groups/Projectsabroad.moldova

A monthly update with Projects Abroad Moldova Newsletters: http://www.projects-

abroad.co.uk/volunteer-destinations/moldova/newsletters-from-moldova/ and information

about Projects Abroad Country Blog:

http://www.mytripblog.org/mod/blog/group_blogs.php?gl=true&group_guid=2943

Thank you to Blake Norton for his help and support with July edition 2014!

Thank you all for your collaboration!
Thank you for being with us!

If you have anything you’d like to contribute,
suggest, or comment on, please contact

elenachirica@projects-abroad.org


